A novel implementation of multi-port zero-current switching (ZCS) switched-capacitor (SC) converters for battery management applications is presented. In addition to the auto-balancing feature offered by the SC technique, the proposed SC converter permits individual control of the charging or discharging current of the series-connected energy storage elements, such as the battery or super-capacitor cells. This approach enables advanced state control and accelerates the equalizing process by coordinated operation with the battery management system (BMS) and an adjustable voltage source, which can be implemented by a DC-DC converter interfaced to the energy storage string. Different configurations, including the single-input multi-output (SIMO), multi-input single-output (MISO) SC converters, and the corresponding altered circuits for string-to-cells, cells-to-string, as well as cells-to-cells equalizers, are discussed with a circuit analysis and derivation of the associated mathematical representation. The simulation study and experimental results indicated a significant increase in the balancing speed with the presence of BMS and closed-loop control of cell currents.
Introduction
Energy storage enables the functioning of electrical systems and modern utility configured with renewable energy sources. The electro-chemical battery and super-capacitor are two major technologies nowadays for energy storage systems (ESSs). In many applications of battery or super-capacitor based ESSs, like electric vehicles (EVs), stationary storage in backup systems, such as uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) and online systems interfacing renewable generation or electrical grids, a huge number of energy storage cells are connected in series to achieve adequate voltage and power ratings. Due to the manufacturing tolerance and variations of the environmental conditions, the charge-discharge operation of the battery or super-capacitor as a whole string induces state-of-charge (SOC) inequality among individual cells. The imbalance in the SOC can push specific cells beyond the normal operating condition, degrade the lifespan of the energy storage devices, and, eventually, accelerate the failure of the system [1] [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, charge equalization plays an important role in the management and maintenance of ESSs [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The techniques for charge equalization can be categorized into passive and active methods. Passive charge equalizers [6, 7] employ passive shunt elements, like Zener diodes, resistors, or even the self-discharge leakage current, to attain cell balance. These passive methods are low cost and configuration. By inserting a resonant inductor in series with the switched-capacitor, zero-current switching is achieved. This dramatically reduces the equivalent resistance of the SC unit that improves the energy efficiency and current capability of the converter. The maximum voltage stresses of the diodes and active switches would be approximately the same voltage level as the total voltage of the energy storage string. Since all SC units share the same charging/discharging path through T0, the current rating of T0 would be about n times of T1.
(a) (b) To realize individual charge control of the series-connected cells, the gating signals of the corresponding T1 is enabled or disabled with discrete logic or pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal. This topology is beneficial from the small number of active components, for n series cells, the number of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) would be only n + 1. However, the topology is only capable of handling unidirectional current. The proposed SIMO SC converter allows only charging current to the cells; whereas the MISO SC converter permits only discharging current from the cells.
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Equivalent Models of the SIMO and MISO SC Converters
The voltage conversion ratio of SC converter is determined by the circuit topology. In the proposed configuration, the ideal voltage conversion ratio of each SC unit at lossless condition is unity. Considering the lossy components, the current magnitude is determined by the equivalent resistance of the SC unit and the difference between the input and output voltages. The behavioral models [30] of the proposed SC converters can be described as Figure 2 . The average charging or discharging current for the ith battery, Ich,i or Idch,i, can be described by the following functions: To realize individual charge control of the series-connected cells, the gating signals of the corresponding T 1 is enabled or disabled with discrete logic or pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal. This topology is beneficial from the small number of active components, for n series cells, the number of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) would be only n + 1. However, the topology is only capable of handling unidirectional current. The proposed SIMO SC converter allows only charging current to the cells; whereas the MISO SC converter permits only discharging current from the cells.
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SC Modeling and Analysis
Equivalent Models of the SIMO and MISO SC Converters
The voltage conversion ratio of SC converter is determined by the circuit topology. In the proposed configuration, the ideal voltage conversion ratio of each SC unit at lossless condition is unity. Considering the lossy components, the current magnitude is determined by the equivalent resistance of the SC unit and the difference between the input and output voltages. The behavioral models [30] of the proposed SC converters can be described as Figure 2 . The average charging or discharging current for the ith battery, Ich,i or Idch,i, can be described by the following functions: The average charging or discharging current for the ith battery, I ch,i or I dch,i , can be described by the following functions:
where V Bi is the voltage of the ith cell, V D is the forward voltage drop of a diode, D i is the duty cycle of S i , and the equivalent resistance, R SC , of the SC units is determined by the circuit parameters. Figure 3 illustrates the equivalent circuits of the SC unit during the conduction period of T 0 and T 1 , respectively. In the SIMO configuration, the switched-capacitor is charged from the input voltage source through the resonant inductor, L, two diodes, and the switch, T 0 , during the conduction period of T 0 ; and is discharged to the battery through the resonant inductor, a diode, and the switch, T 1 , when T 1 is conducting. In contrast, the switched-capacitor in the MISO configuration is charged from the battery during the conduction period of T 1 and discharged to the load during the conduction period of T 0 . Considering the lossy components, including the input source resistance, R i , equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the capacitor and inductor, R C and R L , diode resistance, R D , the on-state resistances of the switches, R T0 and R T1 , and the series resistance of the cell, R B , in the charging and discharging paths of the switched-capacitor, R 0 = kR i + R C + R L + 2R D + kR T0 and R 1 = R B + R C + R L + R D + R T1 . Assuming that the battery voltages connecting to the activated SC units are close, the charging/discharging current of the SC units would be approximately the same. Therefore, the multiplication factor, k, for the on-state resistance, R T0 , of T 0 can be substituted by the number of activated SC units.
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where f is the switching frequency of the complementary switch pair, T 0 and T 1 , also:
In addition to Equation (3), to assure the ZCS operation, the switching frequency, f, should be lower than the damped-resonant frequency that is a common guideline for ZCS [39, 40] , i.e.,
Given the condition that Equations (3) and (5) are fulfilled, according to Equation (4), the equivalent resistance, R SC , of the SC unit is determined by the circuit resistance, inductance, capacitance, and the switching frequency, which are essentially constant. Based on Equations (1) and (2), the currents of the SIMO and MISO SC converters can be controlled by adjusting the input voltage, V i , and load voltage, V o , (or current), respectively, as well as tuning the duty cycle, D, of the pulse-dropping modulated signal of T 1 .
Efficiency Analysis of the SC Converters
For the unity-mode SC converter, the charge is conserved, i.e., the amount of charges extracted from the input source will be the same of that outputted to the load. In other words, the efficiency is determined by the voltage drop of the SC unit. By comparing the input and output power, the power loss, P Li , and efficiency, η i , for the ith SC unit can be expressed as Equations (6) and (7) respectively:
By substituting Equations (1) and (2) into Equations (6) and (7), the power losses and efficiencies can also be expressed as follows:
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The overall efficiency, η, is simply represented by Equation (10):
for MISO configuration (10) As suggested by Equation (8), the power loss of the equalizer increases dramatically with the charge or discharge current of the SC units; whereas the efficiency would also be affected by the cell voltage. In general, the proposed SC converter is more energy efficient at a higher cell voltage. Therefore, for ESS with a comparatively low cell voltage, the idea of double-tier or multi-tier structures [41] could be adopted, which improves not only the balancing speed, but also the conversion efficiency of the equalizer.
Circuit Alteration with Non-Isolated DC-DC Converter
A buck-boost converter with a particular voltage conversion ratio and potential level can adapt the SIMO and MISO SC converter to string-to-cells and cells-to-string equalizers, respectively. On the other hand, by inserting a boost converter, it is possible to combine the SIMO and MISO SC converters to form a cells-to-cells equalizer.
In the proposed multi-port SC converter, the no-load voltage conversion ratio is unity neglecting the voltage drops of the lossy components. Therefore, a DC-DC converter with a voltage conversion ratio of approximately 1/n or n is required to alter the SIMO or MISO SC converter into a string-to-cells or cells-to-string equalizer, respectively. To compensate the voltage drops caused by the diodes and the equivalent resistances of the SC units, the voltage conversion ratio (VCR) should be higher for the SIMO SC converter, whereas the VCR should be lower for the MISO counterpart. Considering the biasing direction of the diodes, the high side bus of the input source for the SIMO SC converter should be lower than that of the positive terminal of B 1 ; while the potential of the low side loading bus for the MISO SC converter should be lower than that of the negative terminal of B 1 . Based on the aforementioned criteria, the interfacing DC-DC converter between the SC converter and the energy storage string could be implemented by an inverting buck-boost converter (Figure 4a,b) . Based on the voltage-second balancing of the inductor, L b , the input or output voltage of the buck-boost converter can be controlled by varying the duty cycle, D b , of the active switch, Q 1 . Neglecting the lossy components, the relationship of the VCR under continuous current mode operation for the buck-boost converters in Figure 4a ,b can be expressed as Equations (11) and (12) , respectively:
On the other hand, the cells-to-cells equalization can be achieved by jointing the SIMO and MISO SC converters with a boost converter (Figure 4c ). The two voltages across the boost converter under continuous current mode operation can be simply descripted as follows:
According to Equations (1), (2) , and (11)- (13), the current of the multi-port SC converter would be increased with the duty cycle of D b . However, as implied by Equation (7), this would reduce the 
Verification
To investigate the characteristics of the proposed multi-port SC converters, a simulation study on the models with different configurations and parameters listed in Table 1 was conducted. The switching frequency of the SC units was fixed at 30 kHz and the damped resonant frequency, calculated from the RLC parameters, was about 32 kHz. 
Parameters
Values
0.109 Ω According to Equation (4), the equivalent resistance of an SC unit would be 0.647 Ω. By using the values listed in Table 1 , the parametric analysis of the conversion efficiency at different cell voltages and currents are plotted in Figure 5 . Referring to Equation (9), the multi-port SC converter would be more efficient at a higher cell voltage. For the SIMO configuration, the conversion efficiency would be about 70% at 1 A and 60% at 2 A for lithium cells, with the voltage ranging between 3 V to 4 V; while the efficiency would increase to >90% for the 6-cell modules rated at 22 V. 
Verification
To investigate the characteristics of the proposed multi-port SC converters, a simulation study on the models with different configurations and parameters listed in Table 1 was conducted. The switching frequency of the SC units was fixed at 30 kHz and the damped resonant frequency, calculated from the RLC parameters, was about 32 kHz. Table 1 . Key parameters of the simulation model.
Parameters Values
Switching frequency, f 30 kHz
According to Equation (4), the equivalent resistance of an SC unit would be 0.647 Ω. By using the values listed in Table 1 , the parametric analysis of the conversion efficiency at different cell voltages and currents are plotted in Figure 5 . Referring to Equation (9), the multi-port SC converter would be more efficient at a higher cell voltage. For the SIMO configuration, the conversion efficiency would be about 70% at 1 A and 60% at 2 A for lithium cells, with the voltage ranging between 3 V to 4 V; while the efficiency would increase to >90% for the 6-cell modules rated at 22 V. Although the MISO configuration allows safer operation by discharging specific cells that can effectively prevent cell over-charging, this operation would result in a reduced energy efficiency. Considering three batteries, having the voltage profile as suggested in [42] and the initial SOC of 70%, 75%, and 80%, undergo balancing charge to 90% at 0.15 C and 0.3 C string charging current (i.e., approximately 1 h and 30 min balancing duration, respectively). The balancing charge efficiencies [14] with traditional resistive balancing and the proposed SIMO SC equalizer employing a buck-boost stage with 80% efficiency were compared. By adopting the method suggested in [14] to calculate the balancing charge efficiency, which is a function of the Coulomb retention, the efficiency for traditional resistive balancing would be solely dependent on the initial SOC and final balanced SOC. Based on the parameters used, the resistive balancing efficiency would be 75% regardless of the cell voltage, capacity, or charging speed. On the other hand, the energy efficiency of the multi-port SC converter is dependent on the balancing current and module voltage, therefore, as illustrated in Figure 6 , in fulfillment of attaining a balanced state at the same time of reaching 90% SOC, the balancing charge efficiency of the proposed SC equalizer would be varied with the module voltage, capacity, and charging speed. Although the MISO configuration allows safer operation by discharging specific cells that can effectively prevent cell over-charging, this operation would result in a reduced energy efficiency. Considering three batteries, having the voltage profile as suggested in [42] and the initial SOC of 70%, 75%, and 80%, undergo balancing charge to 90% at 0.15 C and 0.3 C string charging current (i.e., approximately 1 h and 30 min balancing duration, respectively). The balancing charge efficiencies [14] with traditional resistive balancing and the proposed SIMO SC equalizer employing a buck-boost stage with 80% efficiency were compared. By adopting the method suggested in [14] to calculate the balancing charge efficiency, which is a function of the Coulomb retention, the efficiency for traditional resistive balancing would be solely dependent on the initial SOC and final balanced SOC. Based on the parameters used, the resistive balancing efficiency would be 75% regardless of the cell voltage, capacity, or charging speed. On the other hand, the energy efficiency of the multi-port SC converter is dependent on the balancing current and module voltage, therefore, as illustrated in Figure 6 , in fulfillment of attaining a balanced state at the same time of reaching 90% SOC, the balancing charge efficiency of the proposed SC equalizer would be varied with the module voltage, capacity, and charging speed. The operation of the proposed multi-port SC converters was verified by conducting the simulation study on the models with four series-connected 350 F electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) employed as the energy storage string. The initial voltages of the EDLC cells, B1, B2, B3, and B4, were 2.0 V, 1.9 V, 1.5 V, and 1.7 V, respectively. In the first simulation setting, the SC converter with the aforementioned parameters, supplied by a voltage source, was implemented to charge the EDLC string. The maximum operating voltage of an ordinary EDLC cell is rated at 2. Although the MISO configuration allows safer operation by discharging specific cells that can effectively prevent cell over-charging, this operation would result in a reduced energy efficiency. Considering three batteries, having the voltage profile as suggested in [42] and the initial SOC of 70%, 75%, and 80%, undergo balancing charge to 90% at 0.15 C and 0.3 C string charging current (i.e., approximately 1 h and 30 min balancing duration, respectively). The balancing charge efficiencies [14] with traditional resistive balancing and the proposed SIMO SC equalizer employing a buck-boost stage with 80% efficiency were compared. By adopting the method suggested in [14] to calculate the balancing charge efficiency, which is a function of the Coulomb retention, the efficiency for traditional resistive balancing would be solely dependent on the initial SOC and final balanced SOC. Based on the parameters used, the resistive balancing efficiency would be 75% regardless of the cell voltage, capacity, or charging speed. On the other hand, the energy efficiency of the multi-port SC converter is dependent on the balancing current and module voltage, therefore, as illustrated in Figure 6 , in fulfillment of attaining a balanced state at the same time of reaching 90% SOC, the balancing charge efficiency of the proposed SC equalizer would be varied with the module voltage, capacity, and charging speed. The operation of the proposed multi-port SC converters was verified by conducting the simulation study on the models with four series-connected 350 F electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) employed as the energy storage string. The initial voltages of the EDLC cells, B1, B2, B3, and B4, were 2.0 V, 1.9 V, 1.5 V, and 1.7 V, respectively. In the first simulation setting, the SC converter with the aforementioned parameters, supplied by a voltage source, was implemented to charge the EDLC string. The maximum operating voltage of an ordinary EDLC cell is rated at 2. The operation of the proposed multi-port SC converters was verified by conducting the simulation study on the models with four series-connected 350 F electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) employed as the energy storage string. The initial voltages of the EDLC cells, B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 , were 2.0 V, 1.9 V, 1.5 V, and 1.7 V, respectively. In the first simulation setting, the SC converter with the aforementioned parameters, supplied by a voltage source, was implemented to charge the EDLC string. The maximum operating voltage of an ordinary EDLC cell is rated at 2.7 V. The total forward voltage drop of the diodes in an SC unit would be about 0.75 V. Adding a 0.05 V safety margin to By substituting k = 4, the average R SC of an SC unit would be about 0.85 Ω according to Equation (4) . Under open-loop control with the SIMO SC converter, the cell voltages were equally charged to about 2.65 V by the same 3.4 V voltage source. The termination voltage was determined by the source voltage and the diode voltage drop, whereas the charging currents were determined by the voltage difference between the EDLC cell and the termination voltage as well as the equivalent resistance, R SC , of the SC unit. The balancing progress was 90% (i.e., the cell voltage difference attained 10% of the initial value) at about 494 s (Figure 7a ). On the other hand, the MISO SC converter with the same parameters was simulated to discharge to a 0.75 V DC source under open-loop control (Figure 7b ). This would result in termination cell discharge voltage of about 1.5 V taking the diode voltage drop into account. Since the initial voltage of B 3 was 1.5 V, leading to a zero discharge current, the average R SC was about 0.79 Ω by substituting k = 3. As shown in Figure 7b , the balancing duration for 90% progress was about 618 s. The simulated initial total charging current for the SIMO and MISO SC converters were around 4.0 A and 1.4 A, respectively which conformed to the approximation of Equations (1) and (2). Also, the zoomed waveforms of the switched-capacitor voltage, v c , and current, i c , in the SIMO SC converter were captured and are illustrated in Figure 8 . The switched-capacitor voltage and current of the SC unit connect to the B 1 oscillates at the switching frequency of 30 kHz. The capacitor voltage and current, v c , swung between 3.19 V and 1.84 V at about t = 0.5 s. Considering that, the maximum and minimum capacitor voltages were larger than V i − 2V D and lower than V B1 + V D , respectively. The SC unit was operated at an under-damped condition. Besides, the capacitor current waveform indicates that ZCS was attained with the parameters listed in Table 1 and designed according to Equations (3) and (5). By substituting k = 4, the average RSC of an SC unit would be about 0.85 Ω according to Equation (4) . Under open-loop control with the SIMO SC converter, the cell voltages were equally charged to about 2.65 V by the same 3.4 V voltage source. The termination voltage was determined by the source voltage and the diode voltage drop, whereas the charging currents were determined by the voltage difference between the EDLC cell and the termination voltage as well as the equivalent resistance, RSC, of the SC unit. The balancing progress was 90% (i.e., the cell voltage difference attained 10% of the initial value) at about 494 s (Figure 7a ). On the other hand, the MISO SC converter with the same parameters was simulated to discharge to a 0.75 V DC source under open-loop control (Figure 7b ). This would result in termination cell discharge voltage of about 1.5 V taking the diode voltage drop into account. Since the initial voltage of B3 was 1.5 V, leading to a zero discharge current, the average RSC was about 0.79 Ω by substituting k = 3. As shown in Figure  7b , the balancing duration for 90% progress was about 618 s. The simulated initial total charging current for the SIMO and MISO SC converters were around 4.0 A and 1.4 A, respectively which conformed to the approximation of Equations (1) and (2). Also, the zoomed waveforms of the switched-capacitor voltage, vc, and current, ic, in the SIMO SC converter were captured and are illustrated in Figure 8 . The switched-capacitor voltage and current of the SC unit connect to the B1 oscillates at the switching frequency of 30 kHz. The capacitor voltage and current, vc, swung between 3.19 V and 1.84 V at about t = 0.5 s. Considering that, the maximum and minimum capacitor voltages were larger than Vi − 2VD and lower than VB1 + VD, respectively. The SC unit was operated at an under-damped condition. Besides, the capacitor current waveform indicates that ZCS was attained with the parameters listed in Table 1 and designed according to Equations (3) and (5). By substituting k = 4, the average RSC of an SC unit would be about 0.85 Ω according to Equation (4) . Under open-loop control with the SIMO SC converter, the cell voltages were equally charged to about 2.65 V by the same 3.4 V voltage source. The termination voltage was determined by the source voltage and the diode voltage drop, whereas the charging currents were determined by the voltage difference between the EDLC cell and the termination voltage as well as the equivalent resistance, RSC, of the SC unit. The balancing progress was 90% (i.e., the cell voltage difference attained 10% of the initial value) at about 494 s (Figure 7a ). On the other hand, the MISO SC converter with the same parameters was simulated to discharge to a 0.75 V DC source under open-loop control (Figure 7b ). This would result in termination cell discharge voltage of about 1.5 V taking the diode voltage drop into account. Since the initial voltage of B3 was 1.5 V, leading to a zero discharge current, the average RSC was about 0.79 Ω by substituting k = 3. As shown in Figure  7b , the balancing duration for 90% progress was about 618 s. The simulated initial total charging current for the SIMO and MISO SC converters were around 4.0 A and 1.4 A, respectively which conformed to the approximation of Equations (1) and (2). Also, the zoomed waveforms of the switched-capacitor voltage, vc, and current, ic, in the SIMO SC converter were captured and are illustrated in Figure 8 . The switched-capacitor voltage and current of the SC unit connect to the B1 oscillates at the switching frequency of 30 kHz. The capacitor voltage and current, vc, swung between 3.19 V and 1.84 V at about t = 0.5 s. Considering that, the maximum and minimum capacitor voltages were larger than Vi − 2VD and lower than VB1 + VD, respectively. The SC unit was operated at an under-damped condition. Besides, the capacitor current waveform indicates that ZCS was attained with the parameters listed in Table 1 and designed according to Equations (3) and (5). To increase the speed of the equalizing charge of the series-connected cells, the multi-port SC converter can cooperate with the BMS to control the charging current of an individual cell. In the second simulation setting, the gating signals of T 1 in the same SIMO SC converter model were controlled by a simple logic Equation (14) . The target of this closed-loop control was attaining equal cell voltages. Therefore, the cell voltages were sensed and fed-back to a central controller. The respective SC charging channels were activated when the corresponding cell voltages were higher than the average cell voltage and vice versa. The new charging voltages of the series-connected EDLC cells are depicted in Figure 9a .
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The SIMO SC converter model was altered to a string-to-cell equalizer by inserting a buck-boost stage with an inductor, L b = 220 µH, and switching frequency of 50 kHz. The EDLC string was charged by a constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) charger with CC and CV values of 2 A and 10.6 V, respectively. The cell voltages through the charging operation with 0.32 and 0.35 duty cycles for the switch, Q 1 , are illustrated in Figure 10 .
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Furthermore, the operation of the cells-to-string and cells-to-cells configurations was compared and investigated with the corresponding altered circuit models. For the cells-to-string equalizer that was altered from the MISO SC converter, a very high voltage conversion ratio of the buck-boost stage was required. Even at 90% of the duty cycle, the equalizing speed was not fast enough to attain a balanced state before the EDLC cells were fully charged by the CC-CV source. In this case, the technique of the tapped inductor [43] was required to boost-up the voltage conversion ratio. Figure 11 illustrates the use of the tapped inductor in the altered MISO SC converter. In the simulation model, the tap position was at the center of L b , resulting in a tap ratio of 1:1 and inductance of about 60 µH for each side. The simulation results of the non-tapped model and the tapped inductor alternative are demonstrated in Figure 12 . As a result of the increased voltage conversion ratio, the equalizing speed of the cells-to-string balancer with the tapped inductor was higher.
Furthermore, the operation of the cells-to-string and cells-to-cells configurations was compared and investigated with the corresponding altered circuit models. For the cells-to-string equalizer that was altered from the MISO SC converter, a very high voltage conversion ratio of the buck-boost stage was required. Even at 90% of the duty cycle, the equalizing speed was not fast enough to attain a balanced state before the EDLC cells were fully charged by the CC-CV source. In this case, the technique of the tapped inductor [43] was required to boost-up the voltage conversion ratio. Figure  11 illustrates the use of the tapped inductor in the altered MISO SC converter. In the simulation model, the tap position was at the center of Lb, resulting in a tap ratio of 1:1 and inductance of about 60 μH for each side. The simulation results of the non-tapped model and the tapped inductor alternative are demonstrated in Figure 12 . As a result of the increased voltage conversion ratio, the equalizing speed of the cells-to-string balancer with the tapped inductor was higher. Figure 11 . Use of a tapped inductor in the buck-boost stage to achieve a higher voltage conversion ratio. Figure 11 . Use of a tapped inductor in the buck-boost stage to achieve a higher voltage conversion ratio. For the cells-to-cells balancer, which consisted of the MISO and SIMO SC converters jointed by a boost converter with an inductor of 220 μH, the duty cycle of Q1 was set to 0.8 to achieve 90% of the balancing duration of approximately 109 s ( Figure 13 ). By taking into consideration the implementation cost and performance of different equalization structures, the string-to-cells SC balancer would be more suitable for the configuration of four series EDLC cells. The operation of the proposed string-to-cells SC balancer was verified by experimental measurement of the balancer prototype with four series connected EDLC cells. Figure 14 shows the major components in the experimental setup; the key parameters are listed in Table 2 . For the cells-to-cells balancer, which consisted of the MISO and SIMO SC converters jointed by a boost converter with an inductor of 220 µH, the duty cycle of Q 1 was set to 0.8 to achieve 90% of the balancing duration of approximately 109 s ( Figure 13 ). For the cells-to-cells balancer, which consisted of the MISO and SIMO SC converters jointed by a boost converter with an inductor of 220 μH, the duty cycle of Q1 was set to 0.8 to achieve 90% of the balancing duration of approximately 109 s ( Figure 13 ). By taking into consideration the implementation cost and performance of different equalization structures, the string-to-cells SC balancer would be more suitable for the configuration of four series EDLC cells. The operation of the proposed string-to-cells SC balancer was verified by experimental measurement of the balancer prototype with four series connected EDLC cells. Figure 14 shows the major components in the experimental setup; the key parameters are listed in Table 2 . By taking into consideration the implementation cost and performance of different equalization structures, the string-to-cells SC balancer would be more suitable for the configuration of four series EDLC cells. The operation of the proposed string-to-cells SC balancer was verified by experimental measurement of the balancer prototype with four series connected EDLC cells. Figure 14 shows the major components in the experimental setup; the key parameters are listed in Table 2 . For the cells-to-cells balancer, which consisted of the MISO and SIMO SC converters jointed by a boost converter with an inductor of 220 μH, the duty cycle of Q1 was set to 0.8 to achieve 90% of the balancing duration of approximately 109 s ( Figure 13 ). By taking into consideration the implementation cost and performance of different equalization structures, the string-to-cells SC balancer would be more suitable for the configuration of four series EDLC cells. The operation of the proposed string-to-cells SC balancer was verified by experimental measurement of the balancer prototype with four series connected EDLC cells. Figure 14 shows the major components in the experimental setup; the key parameters are listed in Table 2 . Figure 15a . Similar to the simulation results, auto-balancing was achieved by the multi-port SC converter with simple complementary gating signals. In the experimental setup, the time to attain 90% of the balancing progress was around 300 s. To speed-up the balancing process, the cell voltages were fed-back to the microcontroller by a cell monitoring unit based on LTC6803 (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA), which simulated the presence of the BMS; the gating signals of the output channels of the SC converter were controlled by the discrete function indicated in Equation (13) at an updating rate of 5 Hz; the input source voltage was raised to 5 V; considering the 40 s duration for attaining 90% of the balancing progress, the equalizing speed was sped up by more than seven times with the closed-loop setting cooperating with a BMS. Figure 15a . Similar to the simulation results, auto-balancing was achieved by the multi-port SC converter with simple complementary gating signals. In the experimental setup, the time to attain 90% of the balancing progress was around 300 s. To speed-up the balancing process, the cell voltages were fed-back to the microcontroller by a cell monitoring unit based on LTC6803 (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA), which simulated the presence of the BMS; the gating signals of the output channels of the SC converter were controlled by the discrete function indicated in Equation (13) at an updating rate of 5 Hz; the input source voltage was raised to 5 V; considering the 40 s duration for attaining 90% of the balancing progress, the equalizing speed was sped up by more than seven times with the closed-loop setting cooperating with a BMS. Similar to the simulated waveforms, the measured waveforms of the switched-capacitor (Figure 16 ) indicated that the SC converter operated at ZCS. With an input voltage of 3.4 V and an output voltage of about 2 V, the capacitor voltage and current swung between 1.9 V and 3.1 V and ±2.7 A, respectively. The damped resonant frequency of the prototype with the same inductor-capacitor (LC) parameters was slightly higher than the 30 kHz switching frequency. This coincided with the estimated value of about 32 kHz. When the input voltage was raised to 5 V, the output current of the SC converter dramatically increased; which was reflected on the amplitude of the capacitor and inductor current. When the input voltage was 3.4 V, the measured output current of the SC channel was approximately 0.86 A; the current rose to about 3.08 A when the input voltage was increased to 5 V. This observation could be fitted to the equivalent model in Equation Similar to the simulated waveforms, the measured waveforms of the switched-capacitor (Figure 16 ) indicated that the SC converter operated at ZCS. With an input voltage of 3.4 V and an output voltage of about 2 V, the capacitor voltage and current swung between 1.9 V and 3.1 V and ±2.7 A, respectively. The damped resonant frequency of the prototype with the same inductor-capacitor (LC) parameters was slightly higher than the 30 kHz switching frequency. This coincided with the estimated value of about 32 kHz. When the input voltage was raised to 5 V, the output current of the SC converter dramatically increased; which was reflected on the amplitude of the capacitor and inductor current. When the input voltage was 3.4 V, the measured output current of the SC channel was approximately 0.86 A; the current rose to about 3.08 A when the input voltage was increased to 5 V. This observation could be fitted to the equivalent model in Equation (1) by substituting R SC = 0.72 Ω and a diode forward voltage drop of V D = 0.26 V. Also, the string-to-cells operating was implemented by an additional buck-boost stage. The EDLC string was charged by a CC-CV power source with maximum voltage and current settings of 10.6 V and 2 A. By setting the duty cycle of Q 1 to 0.35, the output voltage of the buck-boost with 10.6 V input voltage was around 5 V at the continuous current mode. Due to the lossy components, including the diode forward voltage drop and parasitic resistances, the VCR was slightly lower than the ideal value calculated by Equation (11) . The voltage and current waveforms of the power inductor, L b , in the buck-boost stage during the output current of roughly 3.5 A are illustrated in Figure 17 . The interaction between the switching components of the SC converter and buck-boost converter was essentially decoupled by the LC filter constituted by L b and the output filter capacitor. As shown in Figure 17 , the interaction between the SC converter and DC-DC converter frequencies was insignificant in that the 30 kHz SC switching component is hardly observed in the inductor waveforms. With the experimental parameters, the current ripple magnitude of the inductor was below 10%. The cell voltages throughout the charging process were recorded. As depicted in Figure 18 , the cell voltage reached 90% of the balancing progress at about 55 s and finally settled at around 2.6 V. As the equalization speed was dependent on the input voltage of the SIMO SC converter, considering that the initial string voltage was about 7.5 V in this setting, the output voltage of the buck-boost stage varied from 3.5 V to 5 V during the charging process. As a result, the string-to-cells setting required a slightly longer equalization time compared to the set-up with the 5 V constant voltage source, as demonstrated in Figure 15b . (1) by substituting RSC = 0.72 Ω and a diode forward voltage drop of VD = 0.26 V. Also, the string-to-cells operating was implemented by an additional buck-boost stage. The EDLC string was charged by a CC-CV power source with maximum voltage and current settings of 10.6 V and 2 A. By setting the duty cycle of Q1 to 0.35, the output voltage of the buck-boost with 10.6 V input voltage was around 5 V at the continuous current mode. Due to the lossy components, including the diode forward voltage drop and parasitic resistances, the VCR was slightly lower than the ideal value calculated by Equation (11) . The voltage and current waveforms of the power inductor, Lb, in the buck-boost stage during the output current of roughly 3.5 A are illustrated in Figure 17 . The interaction between the switching components of the SC converter and buck-boost converter was essentially decoupled by the LC filter constituted by Lb and the output filter capacitor. As shown in Figure 17 , the interaction between the SC converter and DC-DC converter frequencies was insignificant in that the 30 kHz SC switching component is hardly observed in the inductor waveforms. With the experimental parameters, the current ripple magnitude of the inductor was below 10%. The cell voltages throughout the charging process were recorded. As depicted in Figure  18 , the cell voltage reached 90% of the balancing progress at about 55 s and finally settled at around 2.6 V. As the equalization speed was dependent on the input voltage of the SIMO SC converter, considering that the initial string voltage was about 7.5 V in this setting, the output voltage of the buck-boost stage varied from 3.5 V to 5 V during the charging process. As a result, the string-to-cells setting required a slightly longer equalization time compared to the set-up with the 5 V constant voltage source, as demonstrated in Figure 15b . (1) by substituting RSC = 0.72 Ω and a diode forward voltage drop of VD = 0.26 V. Also, the string-to-cells operating was implemented by an additional buck-boost stage. The EDLC string was charged by a CC-CV power source with maximum voltage and current settings of 10.6 V and 2 A. By setting the duty cycle of Q1 to 0.35, the output voltage of the buck-boost with 10.6 V input voltage was around 5 V at the continuous current mode. Due to the lossy components, including the diode forward voltage drop and parasitic resistances, the VCR was slightly lower than the ideal value calculated by Equation (11) . The voltage and current waveforms of the power inductor, Lb, in the buck-boost stage during the output current of roughly 3.5 A are illustrated in Figure 17 . The interaction between the switching components of the SC converter and buck-boost converter was essentially decoupled by the LC filter constituted by Lb and the output filter capacitor. As shown in Figure 17 , the interaction between the SC converter and DC-DC converter frequencies was insignificant in that the 30 kHz SC switching component is hardly observed in the inductor waveforms. With the experimental parameters, the current ripple magnitude of the inductor was below 10%. The cell voltages throughout the charging process were recorded. As depicted in Figure  18 , the cell voltage reached 90% of the balancing progress at about 55 s and finally settled at around 2.6 V. As the equalization speed was dependent on the input voltage of the SIMO SC converter, considering that the initial string voltage was about 7.5 V in this setting, the output voltage of the buck-boost stage varied from 3.5 V to 5 V during the charging process. As a result, the string-to-cells setting required a slightly longer equalization time compared to the set-up with the 5 V constant voltage source, as demonstrated in Figure 15b . Both the simulation and experimental results showed that with the presence of a BMS, which sensed the cell parameters and respectively controlled the SC current, the balancing speed could be dramatically increased with the multi-port SC converter. The behavior of the SC converter could be accurately described by the equivalent resistance. ZCS operation can be achieved by selecting the circuit parameters following Equations (3) and (5) . With an additional step-up or step-down DC-DC converter, the external voltage source could be eliminated by implementing the controllable voltage source with the energy storage string.
Conclusions
This paper presents an alternative implementation of a multi-port ZCS SC converter, allowing an adjustable current for battery or super-capacitor management applications. In addition to the auto-balancing feature offered by the SC technique with simple complementary gating signals, the balancing speed can be dramatically increased by closed-loop control cooperating with the BMS and an adjustable voltage source. The SIMO SC converter allows separated control of the current charging to the cells whereas the MISO SC converter permits separated control current discharging from the cells. Furthermore, the configurations of string-to-cells and cells-to-string, as well as cells-to-cells equalizers, are proposed by an additional buck-boost converter or boost converter stage. Similar to the conventional SC converters, the charging or discharging current of the cell is determined by the equivalent resistance of the SC unit and the voltage difference between the cell and the voltage source. The equalizing speed can be increased by raising the source voltage for the SIMO SC converter and vice versa for the MISO SC converter. In the simulation setup, the balancing speed was increased by about ten times with the closed-loop control; whereas this was approximately seven times faster comparing to the traditional SC auto-balancing operation in the experimental measurement. However, increasing the balancing current by raising the voltage difference implies a sacrifice in energy efficiency. Considering the forward voltage drop of the diodes, the proposed multi-port SC converter would be more efficient with energy storage modules or ESS with a higher cell voltage.
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